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To the Transport Select Committee  

[Submitted online.] 

RE: Urban congestion inquiry 

 “The Transport Committee's inquiry into urban congestion aims to identify cost-effective and safe 

strategies for managing limited road space in towns and cities, minimising disruption to local communities 

and businesses, and keeping urban traffic flowing.” 

 

Dear Transport Committee, 

On behalf of Bricycles (Brighton and Hove Cycling Campaign) and as a Cycling UK campaigner for Brighton 

and Hove, I am writing in response to the above consultation. 

We recommend supporting the national Space for Cycling campaign led by Cycling UK
1
 which  aims to 

create the conditions where anyone can cycle anywhere with 3 points for councils to sign up to: 

1. Plan –  Plan a full network of cycle-friendly routes that allow people of all ages and abilities to 

cycle anywhere for any purpose 

2. Invest – Actively seek the funding to implement the network and invest a minimum of 5-10% of 

the local transport budget in cycling 

3. Build – Build the network using the most up-to-date high quality design standards 
 

Cycling suffers from enormous under-investment but it has the potential to deliver huge health and 

environmental benefits and to massively reduce the need to drive, particularly in town centres. 

The viability of town cycling has been reduced by years of car-centred town planning. Many towns are 

now inhospitable places for anyone on foot or bike due to fast traffic, daunting junctions and difficult 

crossings. This all needs to change. 

We need a coherent cycling strategy to make the UK cycleable. We cannot rely on the lottery of local 

transport funding and the consequent piecemeal progress of disjointed, inadequate facilities. 

We welcomed the Government’s introduction of a Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy but this 

needs to be fully funded. The Chancellor recently announced £1.1bn to upgrade local roads. Local 

authorities should be instructed to use a substantial portion of this money to ensure that there are 

improvements for people walking and cycling, including high quality cycling infrastructure. 

A lot of good practice in street/road/facilities design is already known. High quality schemes need to be 

funded, and then local authorities should have a legal duty to prioritise and implement them. 

Useful design references are a series of briefings from Cycling UK (CTC) such as “Cycle-friendly design and 

planning: Overview”
2
, Sustrans’ “Handbook for Cycle-Friendly Design”

3
 The London Cycling Design 

Standards
4
 and the Design Manual for Bicycle Traffic (CROW, Netherlands; English Version, 2007)

5
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However, we desperately need a single manual which unambiguously defines standards for best practice 

in cycling infrastructure design for local/highway authorities. 

Brighton and Hove, where we are based has been successful in encouraging cycling. Car ownership is also 

low here with around a third of households not having access to a car or van. Bus use is the highest in 

Britain outside of London. 

The final report of the extensive South Coast Multi Modal study of 2002
6
 (SoCoMMS) recommended 

demand management “to control the overall level of future car usage, particularly in locations where 

there are, or will be, good alternative transport systems” and higher parking charges workplaces and at 

out of town retail centres, along with charges for entry into the major towns/cities in a coherent regional 

approach. 
 

It is therefore disappointing that millions of pounds have been earmarked for Highways England to 

upgrade the A27 at several locations to solve ‘congestion’ and increase road capacity without reference 

to a thorough multimodal analysis of transport needs and the development of a region-wide strategy 

addressing public transport, walking and cycling aiming to minimise the use of the private car as 

suggested in the earlier SoCoMMS report on the South Coast in 2002. Road funding encourages yet more 

road traffic (and therefore more congestion) and drains other modes of much needed investment. 

We have seen in a neighbouring county the construction of an environmentally destructive, unnecessary 

and expensive new road costing well over £100M, between Bexhill and Hastings (A2690 “Combe Valley 

Way” i.e. through a previously unspoilt and highly regarded East Sussex valley) to provide minor time 

savings for motorised users. At the same time, no facilities at all were added for commuting cyclists, not 

any Advanced Stop Lines or cycle lanes. A meandering and hilly “greenway” was supposed to tick that 

box. But cyclists need practical and direct routes with good surfaces that are well lit for use all year 

round. 

With more and bigger roads, more traffic from local streets is being encouraged to make more journeys, 

but there is not more space in the towns for these vehicles to be accommodated. 

We are disappointed to see the extent to which politicians and councils often champion these expensive 

road schemes which will inevitably lead to more congestion and are also sometimes Trojan horses for 

profitable land speculation by developers.  It would be good if these councils and politicians could 

champion buses and cycleways a bit more. These would provide better all-round value for money and 

better social equity. 

We hope you will take our points into consideration. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Becky Reynolds 

Campaigns Officer & News Editor, Bricycles, the Brighton and Hove Cycling Campaign 

www.bricycles.org.uk www.facebook.com/Bricycles and twitter.com/Bricycles 

Cycling UK campaigner, Brighton and Hove www.cyclinguk.org/ 

                                                                                                                                                                             
2 http://www.cyclinguk.org/sites/default/files/file_public/infrastructure-overview2abrf.pdf 
3
 http://www.sustrans.org.uk/sites/default/files/file_content_type/sustrans_handbook_for_cycle-

friendly_design_11_04_14.pdf 
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 https://tfl.gov.uk/corporate/publications-and-reports/streets-toolkit#on-this-page-1 
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 http://www.crow.nl/publicaties/design-manual-for-bicycle-traffic 

6
 Final Report South Coast Corridor Multi-Modal Study, for Government Office for the South East, August 2002 by Halcrow  

http://www.socomms.org.uk/reports/South%20Coast%20Corridor%20Multi-Modal%20Study%20Final%20Report.pdf 


